Welcome,
I am Bill Marshall
This is a talk about Solar Farms and why I favor their inclusion in the future of
Maysville Mason County
I hope you will find this video informative.
I start by believing that we all want a sustainable future for Mason County.
If you differ with any information I present, I hope you will tell me about alternate
sources, that will expand my understanding.
If we can agree on the facts, then together we can make decisions that move us to
that goal
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• I have been researching Solar for over two years, and my research has led me to
favor Solar farms in Mason County
• This video reviews Frequently Asked Questions about Solar Farms.
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Lets look at environmental risks from these perspectives
• Solar Panel Chemical Risks
• Electrical Risks
• Soil
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• There is very little risk if the developer uses poly- or monocrystalline silicon solar
panels, which do not contain harmful chemicals or gasses. These panels contain
mainly silicon, aluminum, and glass. Since they are solid materials (as opposed to
liquid), there is no risk of “leakage” of fluids or gasses if the panels crack or break.
• A Solar Farm in place of
• Corn / Soybean cash grain rotation will greatly reduce the risk of
• Commercial Fertilizers leaching into ground water
• Dangers of herbicide and insecticide drifting on to neighbor’s land
• Ag Chemicals contaminating ground water and local ecology
• Livestock will eliminate point source pollution from livestock waste
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All solar facilities are also designed to strict electrical safety standards to ensure safe
operation.
Product safety standards, installation requirements, and building codes for solar
facilities are addressed by the National Fire Protection Agency’s National Electrical
Code, the International Code Council’s International Fire Code, the International
Association of Firefighters, and several other safety and product standards groups.
The local utility will always check that these protocols are being followed before the
Solar Farm is allowed sell power.
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Because Soar Farms use sod except in high traffic roadways, the build up the sites soil
rather than risk loosing soil as can happen with some agricultural activities.
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All solar farms are subject to strict guidelines for stormwater drainage as well as for
environmental permitting. Each site will go through a rigorous planning phase
including the following:
• Delineation of the site watersheds
• Identification of internal drainage areas
• Completion of high-level calculations (typical reports rely on the rational
method for calculating peak flows)
• Confirmation that stormwater management is or is not required for the site
• Estimation of the scale and locations to accommodate the required
stormwater storage
These studies will ensure that the project’s water will be managed responsibly and
with no effect on the neighbors’ operations.
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There will be standard construction noise during the construction period, but there is
no noise from the panels once the project is operating.
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My statement is based on results of engineering studies. One is available at this
address.
You can also access this study from among the support material link on the web page
where you found this presentation.
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The results show
There is only one piece of equipment on-site emits a humming sound, but it is at a
very minimal level.
The study found that the inverter (the piece of equipment which can create a
dull, humming noise) cannot be heard from 500 feet away.
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This number varies widely from county to county and a solar developer will typically
negotiate a FILOT (fee-in-lieu-of-tax). That agreement stipulates a certain payment
per year for a particular time period (30 years, for example).
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In reviewing previous FILOT agreements, it looks like a $24,000 yearly tax bill for a
100-acre parcel is fairly normal.
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Here is what the draft ordinance says
Twenty feet should be sufficient for the panels and accompanying technology, so long
as any substation (normally required for large projects of 200 or more acres) and
poles are excluded from the 20-foot limit.
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Well lets first remember what the fist year we could be talking about .
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2051 at earliest. But it will probably be even longer than that.
Many solar leases last up to 45 years, and the panels will most likely still be in good
working order after 30 years.
In fact, many of the 30-year solar leases can be extended up to 45 years.
It is reasonable to think that the developers will continue to operate a solar farm that
is still selling its energy at a competitive price.
The real question is: Do you believe that in 30 or 45 years : the Sun will be shining,
and electricity will still be in demand.
If you think that, then by installing then current technology the Solar Farm will have
equal or greater economic value then.
The Good Lord send solar energy to us every day, unlike a minerals or other
depletable resource, capturing it does NOT depilate the supply.
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In short, natural disasters, such as hurricanes and tornados, can damage anything in
their path, but modern solar panels are built strong enough to withstand storms, hail,
and winds. Places that can experience extreme weather and wind events have
consistently passed rules to ensure that solar systems can survive the worst, and
these measures have motivated solar cell producers to create stormproof technology.
Most places in Florida, for example, require solar installations to withstand winds of
160 mph minimum.
In any case, if the panels are damaged by a natural disaster, the developer’s
Operations and Maintenance team will note the damage through its monitoring
programs and will resolve the issue. To fund the repairs, the developer can use funds
from their insurance policy.
This much thew same as the insurance landowners carry to offset the risk of those
same storms damaging their buildings and and such.
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This picture demonstrates
that the Lord can destroy anything man can build.
Why Solar Farm investors maintain insurance against exactly this type risk.
When we think of it the risk is just like when we insure our house or corps against
storms.
In tobacco we worried about hail
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They can be sold as ‘refurbished’ panels to residential customers at a reduced price,
or they can be recycled and sold for scrap metal.
Most solar companies guarantee to carry out the disposal themselves.
Many of the elements of a solar cell (such as glass, polymer, aluminum, copper, and
semiconductor materials) can also be safely disposed of in a landfill (if it is
uneconomical to recycle.)
Should an operator fail to maintain a Solar Farm. The first option is for someone else
to bring site back online.
If that is not economical, the salvage value of old solar panels can be expected to
more than pay to reclaim the Solar Farm site.
I believe the landowner I should be responsible to I can salvage the Solar Farm should
the Lessor (operator) fail to.
If the Solar Farm is either not in operation or fails to follow regulations for more than
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6 months, the landowner should be required to prepare the land for its next use. The
landlord to be allowed to capture any salvage value of material on their land. If value
slavaged exceeds the land preparation cost any excess to be returned to the
Lessor(operator).
The local governments will still have the same rights they do now if the landowner
fails to maintain their property.
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I admit that a Solar Farm close in on the final approach to an airport may have an
adverse impact.
However there is no way we can know prior to knowing the location and design of
the Solar Farm relative to the airport landing pattern.
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My land is 4.6 miles and approx. 70 degrees from the alignment of the active airport
at Fleming Mason Airport.
It will not have any impact on approaching or departing aircraft
It is appropriate for the Board of Adjustments to consider each Solar Farm relative to
the airport when a site is being considered.
This seems to argue against having Solar any where in Mason County, be a permitted
use no mater the land use zone.
Rather Conditional Use seems more appropriate. That would allow evaluation of how
each Soar Farm would affect its neighborhood.
It is not appropriate to eliminate all potential sites in Mason County because some
might impact the airport.
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After viewing this series of videos, I think you will agree that Solar Farms
can improve our quality of life because they
Reduce
Soil erosion
Contamination from fertilizers leeching from crop fields
Reduces pollution from Herbicides used in row crops
Livestock cutting up sods in wet weather
Confinement point source solution
Odor
Animal Waste
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Solar Farms will Increase
Employment - Site maintenance labor both equipment but particularly
mowing will require more labor then either cash grain or cow-calf
operation on same acreage)
Add another cash stream flowing into community
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Our area use to sell

to the world

Tobacco
Milk
Textile Product

We have lost these markets
Solar Farms can replace those lost cash flows into out community.
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Solar farms can provide a strong revenue stream to support land
ownership.
Solar Farms can also help support our community services
It’s fairly normal for a 100-acre parcel, to contribute $24,000 yearly to
local community taxing authorities
Remember a producing Solar Farm does not need
Natural Gas
City Water
Sewer or land fill capacity
rail
river
Or large capacity road system.
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Solar farms help reach each goal the Comprehensive Plan lays out, for economic
development.
This graph demonstrates that Solar is now the least cost source for Wholesale Electric
This makes it critical that our land use regulations allow Solar to contribute to our
community.
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In addition to this video
Please check out cwmclass.com/solar-farm-in/
Frequently Asked Questions about Solar Farms
I hope you will look at the other my videos that interest you
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Phases of a Solar Farm enterprise
Will status quo serve our next generation
Solar Farm Zoning Regulations in Maysville - Mason County
Why Solar Farms should be in Land Use Zone 1-A
Appropriate Setbacks for Solar Farms
Summation
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My understanding of the facts led me to favor Solar as a long-term way to support
land ownership in our area and generate revenue for the entire community
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Thank you
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